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Question 1 
 
What is the top most component of a GUI window and what method of that class is used to add 
other components to it?  
 








Consider the figure below. There are 3 components (one input box one button and one label) on 
this interface.  
 
1. Write the code that will draw all three components on the panel. 
2. Add the listener to the button that is used to perform the calculation, the listener should 
use an anonymous class. 
3. When Button is pressed temperature should be calculated using the following formula: 
1.8xT + 32, where T is the temperature in Celsius. 
4. The result should be displayed in the label. 
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Question 3 
 
Consider a file named products.txt with a comma separated list of values in the following order: 
 
Name, Description, Price 
 
Each row represents a product, and the first row contains the headers above. 
 
Write the following program: 
 
1. Create a class named Product that will represent each row of that file,   
2. Write a program that will parse the file and loads an ArrayList of products. 







A palindrome is a word that reads the same backwards as forwards, e.g. madam. 
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Question 5 
 
An application will establish a socket connection to a process on “contoso.com” using port 
1058. 
 
The client should send a message to the server. The message should be formated “x+y” where x 
and y should be integer number, example of a valid message: “2+5”  
 
The server should parse the request, calculate the result and respond to the client with the result, 
example: “7” , if the request is not valid, then the server should respond with the following 
message:”Invalid Request” 
 
The client should then print out the server’s response, close the socket and clean up at the end. 
 








Why would you use an Hashtable over an Hashmap? 
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Question 7 
 










Consider the Tree and data from Question 7 [see above]. The recursive print method of the Node 
class is written as follows:  
 
public void print(Node p) {  
if (p != null) {  






Answer these questions: 
1. What is the resulting output to the console when this method is called?  
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Write a multithreaded console application. One thread should output even numbers the the other 
thread should output odd numbers. Start the threads and put them to sleep, one of them at 
random intervals, the other every 1 second.  
 
Marks: 6 
 
 
